Th is article focuses on the protection of human rights in disputes related to competition proceedings. Th e European Convention on Human Rights is regarded as a most eff ective instrument for the protection of human rights at the international level. National courts of the European Union member states have also developed specifi c systems for the protection of human rights. Entities that are charged with breaches of EU competition law, in most cases complain about breaches of two provisions of the ECHR: Article 6 of the Convention which guarantees the right to a fair trial and Article 8 which guarantees the right to respect for private life. In this article, we also discuss a couple of cases decided by the Competition Council of Lithuania, which raise doubts regarding proper guarantee of the right to a fair trial. One of the key problems is that during the questioning of witnesses the Competition Council makes an audio recording of the interview but aft erwards deletes the recording without allowing the undertakings under investigation to have access to the Council's case fi le. Th e article concludes with a short summary.
Introduction
Th e instrument based on the European Convention on Human Rights (hereinaft er -ECHR) is still regarded as a most eff ective tool for the protection of companies complained about breaches of fundamental rights. However, EU courts began to hear more serious breaches aft er the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union was proclaimed on 7 December of 2000. 9 It should be noted that even aft er publication of this document, EU courts while recognising fundamental rights as a general principles of EU law, quite oft en were referring to the procedural or formal defi ciencies of the competition process and were avoiding analysis of the disputes related to the complaints concerning breaches of fundamental rights.
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National courts and competition authorities are obliged to ensure protection of human rights
Entities charged with breaches of EU competition law, in most cases complain about the breach of two provisions of the ECHR: Article 6 of the Convention which guarantees right to a fair trial and Article 8 which guarantee the right to respect for private life. In most Constitutions and international treaties, such provisions traditionally aim to protect human rights during criminal proceedings.
11 Th e ECtHR has developed the concept of a "criminal charge" which, under certain circumstances, also encompasses administrative processes. 12 Although EU courts don't want to agree that during proceedings related to EU competition law issues related to criminal charges are analysed, we should recognise that investigations of the European Commission correspond to the criteria of the concept of a "criminal charge". Th erefore, during EU competition proceedings the undertakings should have all the above-mentioned guarantees established in the ECHR.
Th e right of the EU Commission to request information 13 and the right to ask any representative or member of staff of the undertaking or association of undertakings for explanations on facts or documents, 14 illustrates the confl ict between eff ective investigation of the breach of competition law and right of the person not to incriminate himself. Th e Court of Justice emphasises the obligation to cooperate, which means that the undertaking may not evade requests for the production of documents on grounds that by complying with such request it would be required to give evidence against itself. 15 On the other hand the right against self-incrimination (or the right to remain silent) although not directly enshrined in Article 6 of the ECHR has been developed in the practice of the ECtHR. 16 Th erefore, while evaluating the right of the undertaking against self-incrimination we suggest paying attention to the elements of the analogous right, which are established in jurisprudence of the ECtHR.
Oral proceedings, during which undertakings are charged with breach of competition law, are usually held behind closed doors. Such feature could be considered problematic, since the public character of proceedings before judicial bodies protects litigants against the administration of justice in secret with no public scrutiny; it is also one of the means whereby confi dence in the courts, superior and inferior, can be maintained.
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Th e other aspect of competition proceedings related to Article 6 of the Convention is the right to confi dentiality of communication between attorney and client. Th e ECtHR recognises that right of the person to communicate with the attorney stems from the para c) of part 3 of Article 6 of the ECHR, which establishes the right of the defendant to defend himself in person or through legal assistance.
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Article 8 of the ECHR, which guarantees the right to respect for private and family life, home and correspondence, also protects such communication. 19 In the opinion of the ECtHR, the Convention does not make a diff erence, whether the person who acts on behalf of the client is recognised as a practising attorney.
20 Th e Court of Justice stated that the confi dentiality of written communications between lawyers and clients should be protected at Community level and must be connected to "the client's rights of defence" and second, that the exchange must emanate from "independent lawyers", that is to say "lawyers who are not bound to the client by a relationship of employment". 21 Th erefore, we could raise the question of whether without recognition of such protection towards the communication between the suspected company and its lawyers bound by the relationship of employment, it is possible to ensure an appropriate level of confi dentiality between the correspondence of the lawyer and its client during competition proceedings. Another problematic question is the classifi ed identity of the person or of the undertakings, who have submitted confi dential information to the European Commission. In the Mannesmannröhren-Werke case the General Court, while recognising the importance to guarantee anonymity of informers, stated that doubts raised by the claimant concerning the validity of the evidence submitted by the classifi ed witness were not suffi cient to force the Commission to reject the evidence.
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On the other hand, the ECtHR claims that testimony of the classifi ed witness does not constitute breach of the Convention per se, however it limits exercise of the rights of the defence and therefore the applicant should have the right to verify the testimony of the witness, to challenge them and to question the witness by himself.
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Th erefore, we can raise the question of whether rights of the defence that are limited in competition cases are compensated by the duly organised judicial process, which ensures protection of the right to a fair trial.
Regulation No. 17/62 established the right of the European Commission to enter any premises, land and means of transport of undertakings. 24 Regulation No. 1/2003 extended this right to include carrying out inspections in any other premises, land and means of transport, including the homes of directors, managers and other members of staff of the undertakings and associations of undertakings 25 . Such expansion of the rights of the European Commission raises doubts concerning correspondence to Article 8 of the Convention, especially bearing in mind that the Strasbourg court has recognized such right not only in relation to private premises, but also in relation to the premises of undertakings.
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Shared competence to apply the Article 101 and 102 of the TFEU poses a danger that several parallel investigations of the national competition authorities and/or European Commission may take place. Th is means that given that the undertaking acted in the markets of three separate member states and breached Article 101 and 102 of the TFEU, such actions of the undertaking can cause three diff erent investigations in three separate member states, which all may result in the application 
Problems related to the protection of human rights during Lithuanian Competition Council proceedings
Th e Competition Council of the Republic of Lithuania (hereinaft er the CC) has very wide powers of inspection and collection of evidence during the investigation of a breach of Competition law. On the other hand, the undertakings under investigation do not have the same powers as the CC to prepare their defence. Th e right of the undertakings to a fair trial can only be exercised with eff ect if they have access to the same information as the CC and the CC is obliged to disclose all of that information to them. Th erefore, the wide powers of the CC are legitimate only insofar as they allow the undertakings to exercise their right to a fair trial eff ectively.
Th e CC, during its investigation of alleged breaches of Competition law, most oft en question employees of the undertakings under investigation and other witnesses. Such questioning by the CC has to correspond to inter alia: (i) the Rules of procedure adopted by the resolution of the Competition Council; (ii) EU law provisions, Articles 41, 47 and 48 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, practice of the Court of Justice; (iii) Article 6 of the ECHR, which establishes the right to a fair trial as well as the principle of procedural equality and principle of adversarial process; (iv) Legal acts of the Republic of Lithuania and jurisprudence of the Lithuanian courts.
Rules of procedure of the Competition Council regulating audio recording during proceedings
Procedure concerning the questioning of the accused and witnesses during the investigation of an alleged breach of Competition law, is established in the rules of procedure adopted by the Competition Council (hereinaft er Rules of procedure of the CC). Th e Competition Council of Lithuania by Resolution of 1 February 2018 No. 1S-10 (2018) has adopted the "last" wording of the Rules of procedure of the CC.
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Th e last wording came into force on 1 January 2019. In this article, we are referring to the last wording.
Article 52 
In case of need, additional documents or other annexes are attached to the protocol. Th e authorized offi cer, having informed the person and remarking about it in the explanatory protocol, has the right to make audio or video recording of the explanations".
Th is means that the Rules of the procedure of the CC provide that persons may be questioned in two ways: 1) by immediate recording of the testimony of the person in the protocol; 2) by making audio or video recording and remarking about it in the protocol. In the case of offi cials making an audio or video recording during questioning, this has to be remarked about in the explanatory protocol at the time. Th e Rules of the procedure of the CC do not provide for the possibility to make an audio or video recording without fi rst informing the person being questioned for the purpose of preparing a protocol aft er the event. Moreover, it is prohibited to delete audio recordings. Such legal regulation is applicable in all cases where representatives of state institutions question private persons. We believe that non-compliance with such requirement breaches the rights of the person questioned, since representatives of that person do not have full access to the content of the material concerning the examination of witnesses. Non-provision of the audio or video recording to the representatives of suspected undertakings, may raise doubts whether the process of interrogation was carried out by the CC properly and whether testimony of witnesses to be presented were not chosen selectively.
Th e Competition Council during competition proceedings has to respect the right to a fair trial established in Article 6 of the ECHRprinciple of procedural equality and principle of adversarial process
Th e Competition Council recognises that during the competition proceedings it is necessary to respect Article 6 of the ECHR. Th e ECtHR has recognised that provisions of the Convention also ensure protection of the rights of the legal entities. Institutions of Strasbourg have stated in competition cases that the amount of fi ne imposed led to recognition that a "criminal charge" has been addressed. Th e case Société Stenuit v. France was tried under French competition law rules; the company has been penalised with an administrative fi ne of 50,000 French francs. Th e ECHR decided that this fi ne amounts to a criminal sanction, since it has criminal and deterrent elements. Th e ECtHR held that competition law bearing in mind the gravity of fi nes and their repressive nature has the character of criminal law. Th erefore, in relation to the parties involved in such cases, the full protection of Article 6 of the Convention is applicable.
28 Parts 1 and 3 of Article 6 of the ECHR establish the principle of "equality of arms". Th e Court of Justice and the Supreme Administrative Court of the Republic of Lithuania both recognised that competition proceedings amount to criminal proceedings in the meaning of the ECHR. Th erefore, the CC while carrying out an investigation concerning a suspected breach of competition law, has to ensure that the parties under investigation are subject to no lesser legal guarantees than those provided under ECHR.
Th e right to be acquainted with all the case material collected by the offi cials is one of the key guarantees during competition proceedings. Access to the fi le of the Competition Council or of the European Commission is one of the procedural guarantees intended to apply the principle of equality of arms and to protect the rights of the defence. Th e undertakings should be able to access not only the documents based on which the competition authority is formulating its charges, but to all the materials of the case, except business secrets and confi dential information. Such right is also known as a principle of equality of arms -a necessary element of the right to be heard.
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Th e principle of equality of arms, similarly as a principle of prohibition of discrimination, requires behaving in the same way in identical cases. In the legal process, it means that both parties in civil and criminal cases should be able to lay out their position and defend themselves at any stage of the proceedings. Equality of arms does not mean determination of truth at any price, but determination of the truth by making sure that both parties have an equal chance to prove their position.
Although Article 6 of the Convention does not directly establish the principle of procedural equality, however, it is one of the most important principles developed in the practice of the ECtHR. Principle of equality of arms, similarly as the principle of competitive process, is very important in order to exercise the right to defence. Without guarantee of the principle of equality of arms, it is not possible to implement the other rights enshrined in Article 6. For example, the right to have suffi cient time and opportunity to prepare a defence, the right to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing or to examine or have examined witnesses against him and the right to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against him. 31 Without procedural equality, there will be no equal litigation between the parties and the outcome of the case will not be just. Th e ECtHR provides that in order to ensure eff ective participation in the administrative process, the parties should be acquainted with the evidence collected by the state institutions in order to be able to infl uence the process of the litigation.
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Th e ECtHR recognises that the ability of the person (inter alia legal person) to provide its materials and to be acquainted with the evidence is one of the key aspects of the legality of the judicial process. 33 Where administrative institutions do not disclose their documents to the parties in the case, it may cause the breach of their rights, since it has negative eff ect on their ability to infl uence the judicial process.
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Th erefore, in order to ensure "the right judicial procedure" parties of the case should be able to access the evidence of the administrative institutions. No 139/2004 (hereinaft er Council Regulation) 36 resolve all questions concerning access to the fi le. Th e Commission Notice provides that the parties must be able to acquaint themselves with the information in the Commission's fi le, so that based on this information they can eff ectively express their views on the preliminary conclusions reached by the Commission in its objections. For this purpose, they will be granted access to all documents making up the Commission's fi le, with the exception of internal documents, business secrets of other undertakings, or other confi dential information.
37 Th e 'Commission fi le' in a competition investigation (hereinaft er also referred to as "the fi le") consists of all documents, which have been obtained, produced or assembled by the Commission during the investigation. In the Commission Notice the term "document" is used for all forms of information support, irrespective of the storage medium. Th is covers also any electronic data storage device as may be or become available.
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Th e undertakings should be able to express their position concerning the legality and importance of the data, which is present at the fi le. Th is right encompasses access to all documents that are used by the competition authority in order to prove the breach of Competition law.
39 Th e undertakings, whose actions are under scrutiny, should be able to access the same documents, which are accessible to the offi cials of the competition institutions that are investigating alleged breaches of the law. 40 Similarly, undertakings should be able to access all the documents that are at the disposal of the Commission. 41 Ability to get all the documents increases chances for successful litigation. 42 Competition authorities cannot be given the unilateral right to evaluate what documents could be used (or be useful) for the defence of the undertakings.
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Whether the right to defence is breached should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. In order to decide that the rights of the defence are infringed, it is suffi cient to establish that non-disclosure of the documents in question might have infl uenced the course of the procedure and the content of the decision to the applicant's detriment. Th e possibility of such infl uence exists if a provisional examination of the evidence reveals that the documents not disclosed might have played a signifi cant role in the outcome of the case. Where the right to defence is infringed, the administrative procedure and hence the appraisal of the facts in the decision is defective. 44 In cases where access to documents only became available during the litigation procedure, undertakings only have to explain how the documents under consideration (or other data received) could have been useful for the defence. It needs to be emphasised that the Court of Justice does not require the undertaking to prove that the decision of the competition authority would have been diff erent if the undisclosed documents had been made available.
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Infringement of the right of access to the Commission fi le (audio or video records, and other evidence) during the procedure prior to adoption of the decision can, in principle, cause the decision to be annulled if the rights of defence of the undertaking concerned have been infringed. 46 In such case, the infringement committed is not remedied by providing access during the judicial proceedings relating to an action in which annulment of the contested decision is sought. 47 It is common ground that belated disclosure of documents in the fi le does not place the undertaking contesting the Commission's decision back into the position it would have had if those documents had been available at the time of presenting its written and oral observations to the Commission. 48 Th e right of the undertakings to be acquainted with the fi le of the competition authorities is also guaranteed by Articles 41, 47 and 48 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which guarantees the right to good administration, right to an eff ective remedy and to a fair trial, as well as the right of defence. Th e Charter became obligatory aft er the Treaty of Lisbon entered into force. Th e Court of Justice recognised the right of the legal person to rely on Article 47 of the Charter, which establishes the right to an eff ective remedy. Th e Court of Justice recognised that the right to an eff ective remedy before a court, enshrined in Article 47 of the Charter (found under Title VI of the Charter) relating to justice, in which other procedural principles are established that apply to both natural and legal persons. 49 Th erefore, the EU courts recognise that the right to an eff ective remedy is also guaranteed to legal persons not just natural persons.
Guarantee of the presumption of innocence towards undertakings under investigation
Th e Supreme Administrative Court of the Republic of Lithuania (hereinaft er the Supreme Administrative Court) recognised in its decision of 1 March 2012 50 that the existing legal regulation, which establishes fi nes for breaches of competition law, provides suffi cient background to claim that liability for the infringement of such law is even stricter than criminal liability. Moreover, the Supreme Administrative Court by its decision of 11 February 2003 51 recognised that if, in an administrative case the expected fi ne by its strictness may be equal to a criminal sanction, then the person under investigation should have the same rights as the accused person in criminal proceedings as well as the guarantees foreseen in the ECHR. Th e Supreme Administrative Court in its decision of 22 December 2016, added that while breaches of competition law and the sanctions applied are not regulated by criminal law, on the basis of the third "Engel criteria" it can be concluded that sanctions should be viewed as criminal in the meaning of the Convention. Th e Court noted that the undertakings who are investigated by the CC should have to be granted the guarantees provided in Article 5 of the Convention, however, it does not mean that the CC pursued the applicant's criminal prosecution.
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Part 2 of Article 6 of the ECHR provides that everyone charged with a criminal off ence shall be presumed innocent until proven guilty according to the law. Moreover, the presumption of innocence also means that the burden of proof is placed on the accusing party (prosecutor) and every doubt is taken for the benefi t of 
Some problematic cases in Lithuania concerning guaranteeing the right of access to the fi le of the Competition Council
On 5 December 2016 the CC passed resolution No. 2S-15/2016 "Concerning correspondence of the actions of the undertakings, which participated in the public procurement for the purchase of a technique, pursuant to Article 5 of the Competition Law". By this resolution the CC recognised that two undertakings, UAB Rovaltra and UAB Žagarės inžinerija, have concluded an anticompetitive agreement. Subsequently, this resolution of the CC was appealed and is currently still under investigation at the Supreme Administrative Court. 55 Th is means that a fi nal decision in the case has still to be made.
During investigation of this case, the applicants raised some alleged breaches of human rights. One of the main arguments relates to the alleged failure of the CC to guarantee the right of defence and access to the fi le. While challenging the resolution of the CC both applicants (UAB Rovaltra and UAB Žagarės inžinerija) noted that the CC was not following its own rules of procedure. As previously mentioned, Article 52 of the Rules of the procedure of the CC provides that " […] Th e authorized offi cer, having informed the person and remarking about it in the explanatory protocol, has the right to make audio or video recording of the explanations". Moreover, as also mentioned, we believe that it is strictly prohibited to delete audio recordings. Such legal regulation is applicable in all the cases when the representatives of state institutions question natural persons. We believe that non-compliance with such requirement breaches the rights of the person under examination, since their representative(s) do not have full access to the content of the material concerning examination of the witnesses. One of the authors of this article Dr. Raimundas Moisejevas was acting as an attorney on behalf of UAB "Žagarės inžinerija" and UAB "Rovaltra".
In the abovementioned case the CC, while questioning all the witnesses, have made audio recordings. However, such recordings were not noted in the explanatory protocols prepared by the CC. Initially, the CC claimed that all material related to the case had been submitted to the court but did not elaborate or provide any additional details. Th e defendant's attorney had to ask the court to invite one of the offi cials of the CC to testify in the proceedings in order to respond to the questions raised in the request and provide clear answers concerning the availability of the audio recordings of the witnesses and of his clients. Th e Vilnius County Administrative Court has invited the offi cial of the CC to the court hearing and questioned her. During this questioning some quite interesting facts have emerged.
-Firstly, offi cials of the CC have been audio recording the interviews of representatives of the companies under investigation and other witnesses. -Secondly, the CC claimed that it made the audio recordings of the interviews in order to write the explanatory protocols and aft erwards all of the recordings were simply deleted. -Th irdly, some discrepancies concerning the facts provided in the explanatory protocols prepared by the CC and the evidence given by witnesses were established.
Discrepancies concerning the facts provided in the explanatory protocols of the CC and the evidence given by witnesses
Here, we would like to elaborate more on the abovementioned nonconformity between the protocol prepared by the CC and the actual evidence given by one of the witnesses.
Th e attorney representing UAB Rovaltra and UAB Žagarės inžinerija requested the CC to question two witnesses and provided a list of questions they should be asked. One witness (we will name him X) possessed important information about the preparation of the alleged anticompetitive agreement. In this case, some suspicions existed that a third person could have prepared some of the documents. If these suspicions proved to be of substance, it would mean that the undertakings under investigation had not concluded an anticompetitive agreement. Th erefore, the testimony of witness X in this regard was very important. Th e CC invited witness X to interview and questioned him. As the attorneys for the undertakings did not represent the witness they were not allowed to be present during the interview.
In the subsequent court hearing at Vilnius County Administrative Court the offi cial of the CC who conducted the interview and witness X were both questioned. Th is established the following: 1) the CC offi cial claimed that an audio recording had not been made during the interview with witness X, whereas witness X claimed that an audio recording had been made;
2) the CC offi cial claimed that witness X had not been invited to the CC as a witness for questioning, the invitation was only for the purpose of "conversation" (the Law on Competition does not foresee any possibility to hold simple "conversations" with witnesses and moreover, in this instance the CC had used the information provided by witness X as evidence); 3) the CC offi cial claimed that the interview with witness X had lasted only 10-15 minutes, whereas witness X claimed that he had been questioned for about one hour; 4) the CC offi cial claimed that witness X was asked only one question, whereas witness X said that he was asked more than 5 questions; 5) the CC offi cial claimed that witness X has not mentioned any third persons who could have prepared public procurement documents for the undertakings under investigation, whereas witness X said that he has mentioned specifi c persons who had prepared documents for the tender; 6) the CC decided to name its explanatory protocol with witness X as a protocol of the establishment of factual circumstances. However, the Law on Competition does not foresee that the CC by questioning a witness could make a protocol concerning the fi xing of factual circumstances; 7) as result of the prolonged discussion with witness X, which lasted for about one hour, the CC offi cial wrote only one sentence representing the testimony of witness X and further, had not recorded in the protocol any of the questions that witness X was asked to address.
Given the degree of disparity between the facts presented by the CC in the protocol and the actual testimony of witness X, it is quite clear that the protocol of the CC does not refl ect a true account of the examination of the witness. Moreover, it has to be borne in mind that in the present case the CC has questioned a large number of witnesses and, on the basis of the discrepancies described above, it is not altogether clear how to evaluate the validity of the questioning of the other witnesses in the meaning of due process.
It should be noted that Vilnius County Administrative Court, by way of the decision handed down on 27 April 2017 in case No. eI-1923 No. eI- -473/2017 , has failed to recognise both the breach of the right to a fair trial and breach of the right to an eff ective defence. In consequence, the decision of that court was appealed to the Supreme Administrative Court.
As previously mentioned, the Commission Notice on the rules for access to the Commission fi le in cases pursuant to Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, Articles 53, 54 and 57 of the EEA Agreement and Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004, 56 provides that the parties must be able to acquaint themselves with the information 56 Commission Notice, op. cit. in the Commission's fi le, so that, on the basis of this information, they can eff ectively express their views on the preliminary conclusions reached by the Commission in their objections. For this purpose, they will be granted access to all documents making up the Commission fi le, with the exception of internal documents, business secrets of other undertakings, or other confi dential information. 57 It was also mentioned that the Commission fi le in a competition investigation consists of all documents, which have been obtained, produced or assembled by the Commission during the investigation.
It is interesting to note that the CC, while investigating the actions of undertakings, still fails to grant full access to the fi le of the competition authority to those under investigation and deletes audio recordings made during investigatory interviews. On 17 December 2018, the CC passed Resolution No. 2S-7 (2018) "Regarding the compliance of actions of undertakings providing driving training services with the requirements of Article 5 of the Republic of Lithuania Competition Law". 58 In this case, in the explanatory protocols the CC wrote that audio recordings were made. Probably the CC decided to improve its protocols bearing in mind previous disputes. However, the CC has still to grant access to those audio recordings to the undertakings under investigation. Moreover, the head of one of the undertakings involved has said that during questioning at the CC he asked the CC offi cial for permission to make a recording of the proceedings using his own means (a mobile phone). Th e CC offi cial refused the request, stating that they alone are doing the recording. Moreover, aft er being questioned he observed that what the CC offi cial had noted in the protocol was at variance with the answers he had provided and asked for corrections to be made. Indeed, the CC offi cial had written in the draft protocol that the head of the undertaking under investigation recognises its involvement in the anticompetitive agreement. Th is conclusion was contested by the head of the undertaking and the protocol amended. 
Conclusions
Entities that are charged with breaches of EU competition law, in most cases complain about breaches of two provisions of the ECHR: Article 6 of the Convention, which guarantees the right to a fair trial and Article 8 of the Convention, which 57 Ibidem, para. 10. 58
Resolution of the Competition Council of the Republic of Lithuania Regarding the compliance of actions of economic entities providing driving training services with the requirements of Article 5 of the Law on Competition of the Republic of Lithuania, available at: https://kt.gov.lt/uploads/ docs/docs/3705_2de8c4a97568bfd851c2746d0f8b23f4.pdf (accessed 30.04.2019 ). 59
Th is information was received from one of the heads of the undertakings under investigation during legal consultation.
guarantees the right to respect for private life. In most constitutions and international treaties such provisions traditionally aim to protect human rights during criminal proceedings. ECtHR has developed the concept of a "criminal charge" which, under certain circumstances, also encompasses the administrative process. We should recognise that investigations of the European Commission correspond to the criteria of the concept of a "criminal charge". Th erefore, during EU competition proceedings the undertakings are entitled to all the aforementioned guarantees established in the ECHR. Th e right of the EU Commission to request information and the right to ask any representative or member of staff of the undertaking or association of undertakings for explanations on facts or documents, illustrates the confl ict between the eff ective investigation of a breach of competition law and the right of the person not to incriminate himself. In the article, we have also discussed cases decided by the Competition Council of Lithuania, in which one could suspect a breach of the guarantee of the right to a fair trial. One of the key problems here, is that during the questioning of witnesses the CC makes audio or video recordings but aft erwards deletes those recordings without allowing the undertakings under investigation to have access to the CC fi le. Proceedings conducted by the CC are completely diff erent from court proceedings. At the CC the offi cial cannot be asked questions and the ability to gain access to the CC fi le is limited. Th e CC invites of its own choosing the witnesses that are to be called upon, decides what questions should be asked, how the information should be collected, recorded and so on.
In competition proceedings the Competition Council and in some cases also the courts are using the standard of "balance of probabilities" used in civil cases, instead of the standard of "beyond reasonable doubt" used in criminal cases. Nevertheless, from the standpoint of eff ective protection of human rights it would be more appropriate if in competition proceedings the same guarantees and standards of proof would be applied as those in criminal law.
